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Abstract
With insight into key pedagogical approaches of theatre training, an understanding of research regarding common psychological characteristics of actors and awareness of identified parallels between arts entrepreneurship and acting course content, arts entrepreneurship instructors can, in their classrooms, increase the likelihood of relating to acting students and subsequently, leverage their students’ inherent and developed skills. Research-based psychological characteristics of actors are offered, as are suggestions to appeal to actors’ general sensibilities (and how they may wish to be engaged). The Stanislavski System is the most popular approach to actor training; its critical structural components are discussed in addition to various offshoots of the original technique. Unique features of acting training such as encouraging imagination, reflection, openness to experience, emotional connections, pursuit of goals and the importance of soft skills are emphasized.

SECTION I
Know Before Whom You Speak

We in the theatre have our own lexicon, our actors’ jargon which has been wrought out of life. We do use, to be sure, certain scientific terms too, as for example ‘the subconscious,’ ‘intuition,’ but we take them in their everyday, simplest connotation and not in any philosophical sense.1

Though there is little consensus in the literature, a number of researchers have identified common personality features of actors. Extraverted, lively and expressive, actors are generally more open to experiences than non-actors and are also believed to be more

1 Constantin Stanislavski, Stanislavski’s Legacy (London: Routledge, 2015), 30.
emotional than others. On emotional creativity, they score high on authenticity/effectiveness (can express emotions well), novelty (capable of unique emotional expression) and preparedness (ability to perceive one’s own and others’ emotional states when attempting to “understand emotions and to work on emotional development”). They are thought to be ambitious and more prone to risk-taking than non-actors. Hammond and Edelmann note actors are more prone to self-consciousness and demonstrate more sensitivity concerning expressive behaviors, both within themselves and others they observe, than non-actors do.

When Acting Training Begins

The careers of professional dancers are often shorter than the careers of other types of artists, as age comes to have its effects on their bodies. Many dancers begin dance classes quite young, sometimes as two or three-years-olds. Actors’ careers, on the other hand, can potentially last a lifetime. Noting this, there is no typical age actors begin training. If not introduced to acting when young, they may discover acting classes in junior high or high school. Some actors do not begin training until they are in college or later.

SECTION II

Who Was Constantin Stanislavski and How Did He Influence American Theatre?

“. . . We shall never go back to our pre-Stanislavski naïveté about acting in the theatre.”

Constantin Sergeyevich Alexeyev (1863-1938) used Constantin Stanislavski as his stage name. He was born in Russia to an affluent and cultured family and was exposed to theatre early in life, joining his first theatre company at fourteen, a company organized

---


by his family. Naturalistic acting and perception of truth in performance—some of the goals of his system—were a reaction to the then-popular aesthetic of melodrama. Before he developed the Stanislavski System, actors typically performed in heightened fashions, a performance style contemporary audiences often view as over-acting.

Stanislavski was not alone in his pursuit of naturalism in theatre. Multiple theatres in America and Europe also dedicated energy to the pursuit of truthfulness and simplicity in performances and productions. However, a replicable, codified system for actors was the result of Stanislavski’s work. In addition to theatres’ varied efforts towards more naturalistic performances, several playwrights also committed to the emerging form. Some include Chekhov, Strindberg, Ibsen, Shaw and Gorky.

The principal objective was to generate, within an audience, the perception they were experiencing real life through the actors’ staged performances. However, Stanislavski did not view his technique as only being useful in naturalistic plays; he believed it could be implemented in a wide array of production styles. A keen advocate for (A)rt, Stanislavski valued the art form of theatre more than box office tallies. In 1898, with the help of Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko, he built a theatre that has both stood the test of time and exerted a profound impact on the history of theatre: The Moscow Art Theatre.

The Moscow Art Theatre toured stage productions in the United States, which attracted the attention of many theatre artists. However, it was Richard Boleslavsky and Maria Ouspenskaya, former Moscow Art Theatre members, who were primarily responsible for introducing the U.S. to what is now known as the Stanislavski System (also referred to as the Stanislavski Technique/Approach). In 1923, Boleslavsky and Ouspenskaya formed the American Laboratory Theatre (ALT). Boleslavsky taught classes out of ALT’s school and influenced Lee Strasberg, Harold Clurman and Cheryl Crawford, who were responsible for establishing the Group Theatre, a company dedicated to American plays. Two notable Group Theatre figures who developed techniques based on the Stanislavski System included Sanford Meisner and Uta Hagen. Actors such as Jack Nicholson studied with Meisner as did James Gandolfini, Anthony Hopkins, Jeff Bridges and other actors of acclaim. Some who studied with Hagen include Jack Lemmon, Liza Minnelli and Matthew Broderick.

In 1937, Cheryl Crawford, Robert Lewis and Elia Kazan (all former Group Theatre members), founded the Actors Studio. There, “the method” was born, a system largely

---

attributed to the work of Lee Strasberg. It was at the Actors Studio that America was perhaps most influenced by the Stanislavski System. Some of the contemporary actors and cultural icons who were part of this studio include Dustin Hoffman, Anne Bancroft, Robert De Niro, Michael Aronov, Joanne Woodward, Paul Newman, James Dean, Sidney Poitier, Bradley Cooper, Marilyn Monroe, Harvey Keitel, Marlon Brando, Steve McQueen, Geraldine Paige, Robert Duvall, Tennessee Williams, Jane Fonda and Al Pacino.

**Technique Liberates Art**

Technique alone does not equal talent. “Technique” can be thought of as “tools.” The more tools one has at their disposal, the more one can, in theory, realize whatever artistic impulse arises. Once one has mastered an artistic technique, they no longer need to think about the mechanics of the technique and can simply play. Mastery of a given technique comes when one does not have to consciously think about the technique (or tool) being utilized but, instead, acts from a place of unconscious thought; this is called “mushin” in Japanese or “flow” in the west as coined by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi.

**Flow**

If one “plays their technique,” an actor’s mental focus (or circle of concentration) is on their use of tools, rather than simply trusting the pre-work they have done and then expressing themselves with thought of those tools. It is easy to desire control over impulses, which can lead to a stifling of these impulses and limit the potential of one’s performance. Through play, such as playing a musical instrument, chess or video games, one may increase the likelihood of entering a flow state.

Many performers make a flow state of mind a principal goal in their performances, as this state enables performers to “get out of the way of themselves” and lose themselves while performing, a state of mind in which time becomes relevant. It is an optimal means of expression when one becomes absorbed in their actions. Theatre performers, especially in some Asian forms of theatre, are even thought of as conduits for something larger that channels through them. This state is thought to be liberating and thus enables impulses to be followed without conscious thought.

---

The Role of the Subconscious

“As you progress you will learn more and more ways in which to stimulate your subconscious selves, and to draw them into your creative process.”

Stanislavski believed no definitive line separates the subconscious and conscious mind. Instead, he concluded that the conscious mind guides our thoughts while the subconscious operates constantly. He posited that the study of the subconscious mind was a fundamental part of his system and that it was the role of the actor to organize the various subconscious musings in the creative process to develop an artistic form. One of the goals of this technique is to structure one’s pursuits consciously so the actor does not control but surrenders to their subconscious. As one crosses from the conscious to subconscious mind—what Stanislavski referred to as the “threshold of the subconscious”—what one perceives, feels and understands changes. The performer goes from a “true-seeming” emotional experience to that of “sincerity of emotions.”

SECTION III
The Stanislavski System Structure ("Approach" or "Technique")

“Life on the stage, as well as off it, consists of an uninterrupted series of objectives and their attainment.”

Terms to Know:

Super Objective

The thematic component of a play, the Super Objective, influences the storytelling of the director and actors. “It is the theme expressed in the form of unfolding action.” Identifying the theme is part of the interpretive process of those in the production, a process typically led by the director, dramaturge or playwright. Ideally, each actor’s Through-line of Action (discussed below) serves the Super Objective in the process of telling the story of the playwright.

21 The discussion below is not a comprehensive review of the Stanislavski System. Components less relevant to arts entrepreneurship education have been omitted.
How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: When understanding an actors’ use of their “Super Objective,” arts entrepreneurship educators can aid acting students (and others) in developing mission and purpose statements.25

Through-Line of Action (commonly referred to as the "spine")
This is each character’s arching objective throughout the entirety of the play. It incorporates all other objectives, actions and units.26

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: In an arts entrepreneurship context, this can be thought of as important long-time career or organizational goals (ideally needs), whether small, medium or large in scale. In my experience teaching in higher education, not all students have had experiences that emphasize the articulation of goals (small, medium and large) in their formal education. Goals are critical for a multitude of reasons. They give a clear sense of the objective(s) to be accomplished and what one potentially stands to gain. Goals help entrepreneurs determine their sense of direction concerning their targets. Whether hit or not, targets can be measured. If goals are accomplished, be they small, medium or large, the entrepreneur gains traction and potentially momentum. If goals are not met, one may pivot and articulate new ones.

Units of Action ("bits" or "beats")27
These are smaller individual goals, objectives or needs of one’s character that, collectively throughout the play, create a character’s Through-Line of Action. Units of Action can rapidly change within the course of a given scene and often do as obstacles arise between characters. A character may have one or several of these smaller goals in a scene. In theory, there are no limits to how many units of action, or needs, a character might develop in each scene.

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: Arts entrepreneurs have no shortage of needs. They can be varied and shift with circumstances.28 Helping theatre artists understand the connection between needs in scenes and needs in running an organization can help entrepreneurs structure small and medium goals.

Tactics (or sending action) and Communion (or threading)
Tactics are how characters pursue goals and are associated with active verbs. For example, one might achieve their goals by nudging (another or others), coaxing,

27 When Stanislavski introduced his system in the United States, he referred to “bits.” To an English-speaking ear, this sounded like “beats” and, consequently, became part of the English-speaking vernacular regarding the Stanislavski System.
28 Some acting instructors prefer the word “needs” as opposed to “objectives,” as needs are more immediate. For example, one may have a need for shoes; it is entirely different to want a pair of shoes.
inspiring, guilting or beguiling.

**Sending Action**

The term “sending action” was utilized by Earle Gister, long-time acting teacher and influential director of the acting program at the Yale School of Drama. He described “sending action” as the way a character makes another or others feel, to emotionally impact them. Trying to cause others to feel an emotion is, for Gister, how a character engages in tactics. Emotion has the power to sway. Each character sends actions and, in turn, receives actions sent towards them. There is an assumed flow between the two scene partners, what Stanislavski calls “communion.” Gister called it “threading.” As the actors are impacting their scene partners through communion or threading, an audience can experience emotions through what is felt by the actors.

**How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge:** In my classrooms, theatre students often win our pitch contests. This is likely because they can sway an audience—emotionally or otherwise. If actors utilize their knowledge of how to impact others emotionally, they can, perhaps, sway pitch contest judges, investors, team members and other stakeholders. Helping a theatre artist understand that they should, in essence, “perform their pitch” and emotionally influence their audience—principally by inspiring them—can deliver dynamic results. This phenomenon appears in the popular television show *Shark Tank.* Time and again, those pitching will become emotional, no doubt attempting to evoke empathy or compassion within the “sharks.” Those pitching speak about their creation story, how they had a problem (which is where the emotion typically arises) and the solution they devised to solve the problem.

In pitching, it is not enough to articulate a problem; a solution must follow. With the articulation of a solution, stakeholders are generally going to want to know how the solution is realized, or how the product or service works. Helping theatre students understand how their tactics in scene and subsequent solution works will help them structure their entrepreneurial pursuits.

**Given Circumstances**

These are the situations in which actors finds themselves in the context of theatrical scenes. It becomes the goal of an actor practicing this system to imagine themselves in these circumstances as fully as possible so that they lend context to their storytelling and perform in a believable manner. Imagining the given circumstances, I have come to believe, is one of the key components of this technique. As the actor imagines, so too can the audience.

**How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge:** As prospective team members could be doing something other than joining the entrepreneur’s startup, it

---

30 Gister was not a fan of the word “tactic,” but felt “sending action” was less technical and more on par with how people communicate and pursue objectives from one another in life.
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behooves the entrepreneur to sway those potential team members. It becomes paramount for an entrepreneur to understand the circumstances they find themselves in financially, in the market, in contrast with existing or emerging competitors, how trends may be shifting, how customer segments may be emerging or declining, etc.). As one knows their circumstances, needs (units of action) can be determined and the entrepreneur can act accordingly. When an arts entrepreneurship student understands the circumstances they find themselves in within the market, within a board room, in the sales process or otherwise, they can work within these confines or break restrictions by choice. Knowledge of their given circumstances can aid in devising a strategy.

Obstacles

In pursuing one’s objectives (needs) through acting, inevitably, one will encounter obstacles in the course of the play. Obstacles are impediments on the character’s journey. They threaten to block the character, the objectives or units of action being pursued.

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: In their book Attention and Self-Regulation: A Control-Theory Approach to Human Behavior, psychology professors Charles Carver and Michael Scheier offer the following:

All of these examples, taken directly from the subject matter of social and personality psychology, raise important questions about the regulation of human behavior. How do we feel and act, for example, when we confront obstacles in the course of trying to attain goals? How do we respond to unforeseen occurrences in our personal environments? How aware are we of our feelings and intentions? And to what degree are those feelings, attitudes, and intentions actually reflected in our overt actions and verbalizations? These are some of the central questions of our field.

There is no shortage of obstacles experienced in the entrepreneurial process. It can seem that little (or large) proverbial fires start each day. Helping actors make this connection will aid them in being adaptable, to pivot when necessary, to establish goals to overcome the obstacles they face and understand their given circumstances. Moreover, if they expect obstacles in developing businesses, they may not be surprised when these challenges arise.

By identifying and naming the obstacles they encounter, arts entrepreneurs gain cognitive awareness of what they must overcome or circumvent. In this respect, knowledge becomes power. Knowing what challenges (weaknesses or threats) prevent entrepreneurs from gaining momentum can aid them in devising a strategy. Such a strategy might manifest as a business plan or a SWOT analysis.

One of the core obstacles both artists and entrepreneurs face is the status quo, which can be defined as the existing power structures or present states of affairs. Hagen states that “the very nature of an artist” is to rebel against the status quo or otherwise revolt.\textsuperscript{35} This denotes a great propensity for change and a desire for impact. In their respective quests for change, artists and entrepreneurs will experience inevitable pushback, as the status quo seeks to preserve and expand its power, rather than acquiesce to the many unknown outcomes of change. But it is not just the status quo that resists these unknowns. People in general tend to view the status quo, even when unjust, as preferable or desirable.\textsuperscript{36} This can make efforts towards change especially challenging. With this in mind, arts entrepreneurship instructors serve their students by teaching them to face and otherwise overcome these obstacles.

\textit{The Magic If}

\begin{quote}
“\textit{You can kill the King without a sword, and you can light the fire without a match. What needs to burn is your imagination.}”\textsuperscript{37}
\end{quote}

Imagination plays a significant role in the Stanislavski System. He believed the imagination can be stimulated, utilized and that “art is a product of the imagination.”\textsuperscript{38} Indeed, it is one of the primary tools of an actor, as they imagine their given circumstances and how their characters will develop.

Stanislavski notes, “‘If’ acts as a lever to lift us out of the world of actuality into the realm of imagination.”\textsuperscript{39} Actors may ask of themselves, “What if I were in the character’s environment, in such circumstances?” Doing so enables actors to connect to their objective or units of action and to forgo or suspend disbelief. The imaginative work of an actor helps shape their role-playing in such a way as to deliver a degree of authenticity in their playing, which encourages an audience to also suspend disbelief.\textsuperscript{40}

\textbf{How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge:} In their mind’s eyes, entrepreneurs “see” what has yet to be, that which may become if their efforts bear fruit. This can occur, in part, through ideation, which is an imagination-based process. However, it should be noted that ideation alone is not enough, just as imagining given circumstances is not enough. Action must be taken for value to be realized. The “Magic If” can serve actors as they imagine ways to take actions to reduce risks, strategize,
collectively brainstorm, problem-solve, pivot as need be and a number of other entrepreneurial processes. There are numerous experiential exercises and theatrical improvisation exercises arts entrepreneurship educators can use to facilitate Stanislavski’s concept of “Magic If.”

“What if” can also be utilized in helping aspiring entrepreneurs understand the nature of cause and effect in the entrepreneurial process. For example, “If I do this…that will likely happen. Then if I do that, that probably will happen,” and so on. As they practice this imaginative planning technique, “if this, then that,” students can develop strategies for action.

Improvisation

Improvisation can aid actors in character development and other necessary creative decision-making in their processes of theatre-making. Stanislavski believed that improvisation can stimulate the imagination in such a way that the actors’ thinking about character extends into the wings of the theatre, not just while on stage. This continued imagination practice can enable actors to gain a deeper imagined insight into the lives and needs of their characters. The more actors improvise scenes that are not necessarily in the play’s text, the more they might invest in the given circumstances of the play—emotionally as well as imaginatively. Again, they can invest to such a degree they suspend their own disbelief, just as a child might when engaged in role play. In such instances, the actors know they are playing a character but allow themselves become immersed.

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: As noted in “Obstacles,” there is no shortage of problems entrepreneurs face. Though proverbial firestorms seemingly appear at one’s door every day, tactical adjustments can be made, rising to the level of strategy. Improvisation is thus a critical skill in the process of entrepreneurship. Such skills are utilized by startups when adapting to changing or highly uncertain environments. Entrepreneurs may improvise in any number of ways that could include their sales process, problem-solving with board members, working with limited resources, needing to make swift decisions, etc. Improvisatory skills typically include listening, being present, avoiding saying “no,” and instead


saying “yes” to developing circumstances and contributing or building upon solutions for a scenario.47

Improvisation skills can be used in the process of collective brainstorming, too. In this context, entrepreneurs actively imagine and articulate, each voicing their impulses together for a common purpose (like a problem they are addressing). Such actions can “start anywhere and go off in any direction.”48 Such is a process that can lead to the development of previously unthought-of concepts, assumptions and syntheses. Likewise, utilizing improvisation skills within the classroom can also help creatively-minded individuals cognitively “warm-up” just as an athlete would stretch and otherwise engage their muscles before a performance, so performers can optimally imagine and commit to impulse-driven actions.49

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: By engaging arts entrepreneurship students in varied cognitive, improvisation-based exercises, educators can activate students’ imaginations. Like a car started in winter that becomes progressively warmer over time and ready for driving, students’ minds become more focused and sensitive to arising creative impulses. Their imaginations are “stretched” and consequently, at the ready. Advantages are found in building a sense of community within the classroom through interactive improvisation exercises.50

Circles of Concentration (or Attention)

This component of Stanislavski’s System aids actors in imaginatively visualizing their mental points of focus. One can imagine a pool of light, such as those featured in theatrical productions. An actor can imagine this circle of light within only their person and their thoughts that emerge while in character. The circle might then extend to include both the actor on stage and others performing with them. Next, this circle of illumination can extend to include those on stage and the audience. Next, it can expand to include the performer, all other aforementioned areas of focus, as well as the larger community outside of the theatre. Imaginatively visualizing each circle can aid a performer in considering their points of focus, their attention in pursuit of their objectives, needs and goals.

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: There are many things entrepreneurs must focus on. In a typical entrepreneurial process, there is always something one could or should be doing. Such is the magnitude of an entrepreneur’s responsibilities. Being aware that many actors utilize “circles of concentration” in their performances, arts entrepreneurship instructors can guide them in making a connection with their short and long-term entrepreneurial circumstances and needs. Understanding what each proverbial light represents, a student can attend to the many needs of multiple stakeholders.

**Tempo and Rhythm**

One can assess both one’s own inner tempo and rhythm or repetition occurring outside of oneself. Stanislavski worked to help actors appropriately assess these to depict natural expressions and adhere to, perceive and resist those energies exhibited by others within given circumstances.

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: As previously noted, actors are keenly aware of others’ expressions, ways of being, body language, tone and other bits of information when communicating. Simultaneously, performers have an awareness of the way they, too, are perceived. With this in mind, arts entrepreneurship instructors can use their understanding of this component to teach students about networking, the speed of a negotiation and perceiving team members’ behaviors and speech tempos (and those of customers and stakeholders). Understanding others’ rhythms and tempos, an actor (or non-actor) can learn to energetically or rhythmically sync with others in conversations. Doing so can help developing arts entrepreneurs “get onto the same page” as those they are engaging with—to not be in contrast with them but, rather, simpatico.

In the context of negotiations, arts entrepreneurs can assess when a person is attempting to speed up a negotiation, which, in all likelihood, would be due to the other person wanting to seal a deal quickly. That person may increase the speed with which they perceive a mistake has been made before the entrepreneur recognizes the error. By perceiving this shift of negotiation speed, the artist-entrepreneur can consciously slow the pace of negotiation so they are not taken advantage of and have time to assess why the other party is accelerating their tempo.51

---

**Affective Memory or Emotional Memory**

This component of the system can be utilized by actors (and others) to recall past emotional experiences. They, in essence, relive the emotions again and the corresponding feelings for the scene in which they are acting. Doing so can lead an actor to not only genuinely and willfully feel an emotion on stage, but also to more realistically depict the emotion of a character. Stanislavski developed this technique as a result of his appreciation of French psychologist Théodule-Armand Ribot’s (1839-1916) concept of Affective Memory.

*How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge:* In a 2016 Forbes contribution, Karl Moore, Associate Professor at McGill University in Canada, writes about how introverts can act like extraverts. To illustrate, he references the Stanislavski Approach: “Though an actor is not a serial killer, through internationalization they can play the part of one by recalling a time in their private lives when they felt, for example, a lack of empathy. Comparably, an introverted leader can think of a time in their lives when they felt open and powerful in order to play the part of an extroverted executive when stepping into a boardroom filled with potential investors.”

Like actors, arts entrepreneurs can draw upon past experiences and memories to play a desired and contextualized role. When teaching about team development or roles within an entrepreneurial organization, an arts entrepreneurship instructor can help actors make a mental connection between emotional memory and the roles they may be called upon to play for business purposes. For example, if they need to appear strong during a conflict, the founder might recall a time in their lives when they felt powerful, influential and dynamic, both before and during the moment of conflict.

---

52 This is a later addition to the Stanislavski system. It was further developed as a component of technique by Lee Strasbourg’s concept of method acting. An offshoot technique of Stanislavski’s system, it became popular with many film actors, including the aforementioned who were affiliated with the Actors Studio. This particular tool is controversial and not used in all school programs that teach the Stanislavski System. Some critics of affective memory use note that if an actor is focusing on past memories rather than letting emotions emerge through one’s imagination of given circumstances and through listening to their scene partners, they are not necessarily focusing on the live circumstances on stage. Rather, they are experiencing emotions of the past. One can argue they are not, therefore, consciously present. Regular use of this tool of reflecting on, for example, the death of one’s grandparent, become “emotionally processed” and thus inconsistent or no longer effective as a tool for a particular role. Having emotionally or cognitively processed this emotion, through regular reflection on a prior event, can lead to an actor not being able to consistently generate the desired emotion—as they may need to for a long run of a production. However, as film actors often do not generally need to perform as many takes of a performance as stage productions often require, this component of the Stanislavski System has become especially prevalent in film. Actors Al Pacino, Robert De Niro, Christian Bale and Marlon Brando are all said to be or have been proponents of emotional memory. Other problems that might arise as a result of affective memory include emotional shocks from revisiting traumatic events of one’s past. Such “visits” may not be emotionally healthy for some and could potentially lead to undesirable effects.


**Physical Action**

Stanislavski’s thinking on his approach evolved over time. He eventually substituted his early use of Emotional (or Affective) Memory with “Physical Action,” which he developed in 1933, only five years before his death.\(^{55}\)

Motion creates emotions.\(^{56}\) Physical actions can lead a performer to experience particular feelings, just as emotions can elicit a physical response. One sees this evidenced in the image of a runner who, as they cross the finish line ahead of their peers, holds their arms up, fully extended in a v-like shape, indicating a feeling of victory.\(^{57}\) Stanislavski believed that each physical action—a hand wave, for example, or the lifting of a wine glass to toast another—is performed as a result of the character’s inner needs (or objectives) pursued by the actor.

**How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge:** Research supports Stanislavski’s theory of Physical Action. Dr. Amy Cuddy, professor at Harvard University, explained in a TED Talk that when one holds a pencil between their teeth so as to create a smile-like shape, people will begin to feel happy.\(^{58}\) When people are feeling strong or powerful, they are likely to put their fists upon their hips, elbows protruding sidewise. When people “pretend to be powerful,” creating a power pose stance like that of Wonder Woman, they tend to feel powerful. “So, we know that our minds change our bodies,” she notes, “but is it also true that our bodies change our minds?” She continues, “So, I’m talking about thoughts and feelings and the sort of physiological things that make up our thoughts and feelings, and in my case, that’s hormones.”\(^{59}\)

Cuddy notes that powerful people assume greater risks. They tend to be more assertive than those who do not feel powerful and even believe that games involving chance will go in their favor. She demonstrates the physiological differences between the powerful-feeling and those who do not feel so, a process governed by the hormones testosterone and cortisol. High-power people have low levels of the stress hormone cortisol and high testosterone levels—the “dominance hormone.” This is also found in primates who must ascend into a dominant role. Within a short period of time, their hormones shift. Their testosterone increases and cortisol level decreases. “Role changes can shape the mind,” she concludes.\(^{60}\)


\(^{58}\) Ibid., 7:34-7:42.

\(^{59}\) Ibid., 8:06-8:23.

\(^{60}\) Ibid., 10:08-10:10.
She conducted an experiment involving subjects standing in high power poses for several minutes. After positioning themselves that way, she asked that they spit into a vial. Cuddy found that when one puts themselves into a power pose, their mind changes, causing them to feel more powerful. In 86% of participants, this resulted in increased risk tolerance and a willingness to gamble. For those in low-power positions, however, 60% had a decreased interest in gambling—a statistically noteworthy difference. Those who were “high-power” had a roughly 20% increase of testosterone, and those who represented low-power, a decrease of 10%. These changes occurred as a result of two minutes of configuring one’s form in either high-power or low-power positions. Low-power posing people, Cuddy says, experience an increase in cortisol of 15% while high-power experience a decrease of 25%. These poses lead to one either feeling reactive to stress or assertive, comfortable and confident.

Nonverbals govern how we feel and think about ourselves. Our bodies change our minds. Cuddy concludes that voluntarily engaging in poses of power changes how we feel and, indeed, our brain chemistry, and that we can use this information in evaluative situations—environments where one is being judged or evaluated, such as a pitch or interviewing for a job. Presence becomes powerful in this respect and can lead to more exceptional performances.61

Who wants to support an entrepreneur who does not appear confident? Few would, as a lack of confidence can denote risk for an investor. They may ask, “Does this person believe in what they are doing, proposing or selling? Can they really be successful?” Utilizing Stanislavski’s principles of physical action and Cuddy’s example with power poses, actors and arts entrepreneurship students can experience the chemical, and consequently emotional, benefits through physical changes. This may result in a higher likelihood that stakeholders will perceive greater confidence in the person, thus potentially leading to higher levels of success for the aspiring entrepreneur. I would note this may be an interesting area for future research.

Arts entrepreneurship educators can apply this understanding in their classroom settings by having students configure their bodies in such a way that their testosterone and cortisol levels adjust. Through regular practice with this technique, students can come to experience and consequently own and integrate their findings. As entrepreneurship is a risk-based endeavor, those who tend to be more risk-averse might experience an increased willingness to engage in risk—to act entrepreneurially—by consciously adjusting their physical forms. Doing so might increase the likelihood of a more significant number of these students acting entrepreneurially post-graduation.

61 Cuddy, “Body Language.”
Courses Commonly Found in American Theatre Training Programs

Acting
Acting courses are critical for acting students. In these classes, students commonly (a) learn the Stanislavski System and (b) put their technique into practice by way of experiential learning. Majors in Acting typically complete multiple levels of acting classes (e.g., Acting I, II, III, IV).62

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: Arts entrepreneurs, through code-switching, play many roles with their varied stakeholders. They wear “masks” or enact distinct personas relevant for relating to those with whom they communicate. In other words, they act. For example, one likely speaks with their doctor differently than they do their parents, which contrasts with how they might speak with their best friend or romantic partner.

Script and Text Analysis
Courses of this nature typically teach actors how to interpret authors’ texts, perceive subtleties within language, assess and define the needs of characters and determine the theme of a play. Text analysis requires critical thinking skills and ultimately will define how an artist develops their respective characters within a play as they relate to the story or experiences the author and director wish to create. Such courses can develop analytical skills to help performers develop a strategy of sorts regarding how they will contribute to the story being told.

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: The skills actors use in the process of script or text analysis can serve them entrepreneurially as they are tasked with thinking deeply about their business strategies and how they may wish to use language in developing a business plan or pitch. They can use their developed critical thinking skills to structure crafted language for communication purposes such as subtleties of language to communicate insights for readers of a plan, negotiations or those experiencing their pitch.

62 Depending on a theatre program’s objectives and the desires of those leading them, curricula will differ. All schools will not use the same course titles or have exactly the same content as others. There are many variations of techniques for acting purposes. Likewise, there are different techniques offered in classes that teach speech, voice and movement, to name a few. A school might have core acting classes but also offer additional acting-based classes such as film acting, clowning, Shakespeare, etc. In brief, there is no universal form or technique taught in all schools.
Devised Theatre
Not every theatre program offers a course of this nature. More conventional programs may omit devised theatre classes, preferring to maintain a more traditional curricular structure. Devised theatre classes are important, however, as they teach students how to create original theatrical works that may or may not be textually-based. Through devised theatre courses, students can explore heightened theatrical aesthetics, like Viewpoints. In such practices, they often create without a script as a basis, rather choosing to brainstorm and improvise as a matter of processes. Devised Theatre can be used to create new artistic opportunities.

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge: Entrepreneurs can utilize these practices in creating innovative (or otherwise new) businesses. The skills one leverages to engage in “theatre-making” are akin to business “making.”

Improvisation (at the course level)
Perhaps the most influential figure in improvisation for the theatre is Viola Spolin. Theatre programs have utilized her games and exercises for decades. Improvisation courses teach students how to be agile thinkers, to say “yes” to information and opportunities and to take action without significant prior deliberation or analysis paralysis. Courses utilizing improvisation as a key focus can teach artists how to perceive what a creative impulse feels like and to follow that without first judging or fearing their impulses. Should they otherwise negate those impulses that arise, students may engage in self-censorship. Courses offering improvisation techniques help theatre artists devise theatre and stay open to new experiences, listen effectively during scene work and problem solve in the moment.

Impulses can be thought of as strong urges to do something, which I like to refer to as the “lightning quick” urges that communicate, “Do this. Do this.” Stanislavski referred to impulses as “motive forces” or “motive power.” One’s ability to follow creative impulses is critical to creative and artistic processes. Limiting impulses can affect one’s artistic work in way of scale. When an actor is overly concerned with “accuracy,” impulses may be stifled. Likely emerging from one’s subconscious, impulses are not

64 Hart, Classroom Exercises for Entrepreneurship, 15.
always rationale or need to be managed or controlled. In a letter to Agnes DeMille, legendary dancer and choreographer Martha Graham supports this thought in describing impulses as “a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening, that is translated through you into action.” In the letter, Graham encouraged DeMille to not judge her expression, but to “keep the channel open...you have to keep open and aware to the urges that motivate you.”

How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator can Utilize this Knowledge: Entrepreneurs, in their acts of creativity, will also experience impulses. Though it is crucial, artistically, to explore one’s impulses by not censoring but following them, not all impulses in a business context should be followed. It behooves an entrepreneur to carefully analyze their arising impulses during business, as impulses can lead to actions. Actions can be thought of as causes, and causes have effects. With this in mind, an arts entrepreneurship instructor can serve their students by teaching them skills in how to think before they speak, to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of their ideas and urges. In doing so, an instructor encourages their students to think critically, which may result in an increased likelihood of success.

As there are multiple stakeholders in any entrepreneurial process (at minimum the entrepreneur and a customer), there are several desires and needs at play. Conflicts can arise in entrepreneurial endeavors. Imaginative impulses can help an entrepreneur navigate the difficulties they experience. Conscious awareness of the impulses that urge us, just like in acting, can serve arts entrepreneurs in problem-solving, helping them devise solutions, engage with colleagues in brainstorming activities during ideation and more.

Speech

These classes teach performers how to enunciate properly so that audiences understand them and how to utilize this part of the actor’s instrument effectively. Speech classes also develop actors’ skills in dialect work. Some theatre programs use speech classes to aid actors in developing their ability to articulate complex thoughts. For example, a speech class may offer skills in how to perform iambic pentameter, commonly found in Shakespeare’s plays. In such instances, students may be taught skills in how to
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visualize what it is they are thinking about and give words to those images. This skill can enable actors to communicate complex thoughts and aid audiences in understanding what they are saying.

*How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge:* If an entrepreneur cannot be understood while articulating their vision, they are lost. Conger, Kanungo and Menon posit that ability to articulate one’s vision is an exemplary leadership skill. If investors, customers or other stakeholders cannot understand or conceptualize an entrepreneur’s offering, they likely will not support the entrepreneur’s endeavor.

**Voice**

Vocal work teaches students how to project, so audiences hear them. Some vocal techniques emphasize how emotions are connected to breath. They offer skills in how to boldly access emotions and emotional states inspired by the playwright’s text. Vocal techniques also teach students how to relax physically. Relaxation techniques can aid an actor in producing a greater magnitude of sound without harming their vocal instrument. Relaxation techniques play a critical role in the Stanislavski System, a component he referred to as “Relaxation of Muscles.” Relaxation can help calm an actor’s mind and enable them to focus intensely and perform efficiently, perhaps optimally. Emotions can be better realized when one is relaxed and an actor’s face appears less tense and effortful. Consequently, the overall performance may have a more significant appearance of “real life.”

*How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge:* All of the techniques communicated above can aid entrepreneurs. Relaxation helps one calm their nerves and mind to perform more efficiently without unnecessary stress or effort. These techniques can also help entrepreneurs avoid burnout—an issue of utmost importance. As we know, stakeholders are impacted when an entrepreneur is no longer able to proceed.

As is the case with “sending action,” voice classes can help an actor emotionally appeal to stakeholders by being able to experience emotions and impact others emotionally. This component of emotional connection is one of the building blocks of effective pitching. Emotional appeals alone are not sufficient without rational arguments,
yet they can help considerably, especially in the context of narratives.73 Emotional appeal can lead a potential stakeholder to empathize with an expressed pain point, which can increase the likelihood of support from that person. Such a result may be due to the human tendency to emotionally imitate, simply by way of exposure to emotion.74 The emotion of passion is especially powerful and can excite people about a business and foster employee loyalty.75

Not only can people be taught how to recognize their own emotions, they can also learn to influence others’ behaviors as a result of expressed emotions. Voice classes can play a critical role in this. Indeed, passion is contagious.76

**Movement**

Movement classes have many purposes. They can help theatre artists develop so they are physically strong and flexible. They also help artists develop a sense of presence, feel confident within their bodies, express themselves physically and develop their apparatus so they can express characters that have a different physicality from their own. This enables actors to communicate whatever physical aesthetic (heightened or otherwise) a director wishes to realize. Examples of such aesthetics can include Commedia dell’arte, Biomechanics, Japanese Noh, Butoh, Dance Theatre and others.

**How an Arts Entrepreneurship Educator Can Utilize This Knowledge:** Fluid IQ, enabling people to learn new skills, decreases as people age. Creativity is enhanced through physical exercise and leaders who are physically fit are more equipped to handle the rigors of entrepreneurship.77 High-intensity exercise also aids memory and there are unequivocal benefits for entrepreneurs who are physically engaged. Fitness can also lead to significant increases in “brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF),” which is a protein that aids brain cells by assisting their function and growth.78

---


With physical development, sustained attention span is improved as is one’s nervous system (autonomic) concerning cognition loads. As entrepreneurs face numerous stressors, it benefits them to exercise, as it helps with stress relief.

Arts entrepreneurship instructors can help their acting students understand that physical fitness through movement helps one maintain a higher degree of balance in their lives. *Harvard Business Review* found that burnout likely contributes significantly to the three hundred billion dollars in losses the U.S. economy incurs annually because of entrepreneurial company failures and bankruptcies. Research has found that with burnout, problems arise regarding work. Problems can include absenteeism, inefficient decision making, health concerns like depression, and even possible death.

**SECTION IV**

**Principal Suggestions for Arts Entrepreneurship Instructors Teaching Acting Students:**

**Understand the research concerning standard psychological features of actors**

By having a greater sense of who one is teaching, pedagogical modalities can be structured to increase the likelihood of engaging actors in arts entrepreneurship classes.

**Emphasize the use of goals in the entrepreneurial process**

“If you are looking for something, don’t go sit on the seashore and expect it to come and find you; you must search, search, search with all the stubbornness in you!”

Though they may not always associate it as such, objectives are goals and the Stanislavski system urges actors to pursue them with persistence.

**Offer and use experiential learning exercises and opportunities**

Experiential activities, including exercises, can assist students in navigating social matters that are varied and complex. This type of learning can help students develop leadership and critical thinking skills, navigate career options while contributing to society and consider complex social issues. Additionally, experiential education can facilitate integration of students’ knowledge with practice. Perhaps most importantly,

---
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experiential learning can foster wisdom. As one experiences something, they may come to discover what they are learning. In such instances, they do not need to have faith that something learned is so. Rather, they know because of experience.

In order to learn to act, one must act. To best utilize one’s voice as an instrument, to realize how the breath helps have a sense of emotional vulnerability, one should engage in vocal exercises. To effectively analyze scripts for subtle meanings, themes and character objectives, one must actively analyze scripts. If a student is to be physically dexterous, flexible and able to utilize their body as an instrument in the creation of their art, they should probably engage in active movement classes. To learn to think nimbly, to understand what an impulse feels like and how to follow that without first fearing or judging it, to learn to actively listen to scene partners, to create and respond in an agile fashion, one should engage in improvisation. In studying how to properly enunciate, utilize dialects or speak the heightened verse of playwrights like Shakespeare, speech classes serve a vital role.

As actors learn by doing, an arts entrepreneurship instructor will increase the likelihood of engaging theatre students in the means of learning they are familiar with by utilizing experiential learning methods in their classroom. This may include games, simulations, demonstrations or activities otherwise known as “exercises.”

Have a working knowledge of the Stanislavski Approach and its variations

As this system is the most popular in theatre education, an arts entrepreneurship instructor can reference key elements of the structure and develop course content that draws on these components.

Be cognizant of the acting courses arts entrepreneurship students may be taking

Knowledge of what acting students are learning enables arts entrepreneurship instructors to leverage actors’ developing skills.

Offer perspective

Help students understand the reality of the theatre industry. Simply put, there are too many players and not enough opportunities. Each spring, thousands of actors arrive in New York and Los Angeles to do showcases. Within the United States alone, there are one hundred and fifty BFA and MFA Acting programs.

Theatre students need a competitive advantage that will help them stand out to effectively compete for existing commercial opportunities. Through entrepreneurship, they have the ability to devise their own professional opportunities. As actors’ work becomes

84 Sixty-five experiential exercises that address many of the concepts in this article can be found in Hart, *Classroom Exercises for Entrepreneurship*, 2018.
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known, as others within the profession see their work, actors’ networks expand. Work 
begets more work. Artists do not need to only create theatre companies—they can view 
themselves as a company. They are their product and, with their product, commit an act of service 
through art. With this in mind, artists make connections between the audience (customers) 
and the work they create. Help them understand the efficacy of creating with a customer 
in mind. Their audience can serve as muse.86

Be aware of emerging trends in theatre: technology, business models, etc.

If arts entrepreneurship instructors understand current and emerging trends in the realm 
of professional acting, they can help actors shape business models that increase the 
likelihood of generating income, developing viable and sustainable entities, and scaling 
those businesses.

Encourage actors to develop entrepreneurial endeavors by utilizing 
devised theatre skills

One can reasonably assume that actors have always played a role in developing new 
productions, innovations in theatre and theatrical aesthetics. Consider teaching arts en-
trepreneurship acting students how to identify what motivates them, what they find per-
sonally fascinating in the works of others (real-time professionals, those of the past and 
other world theatrical traditions). Using such knowledge as a base from which to create, 
they can draw upon their influences in making something new. By creating new forms, 
modes of theatrical expression and other original creations for the theatre, the actor de-
velops opportunities for themselves and others and potentially pushes their art form forward.

Teach student actors about common sub-pursuits

Many actors do not only pursue acting, but also discover directing, design, writing and 
other theatrically-relevant topics. A significant number will also acquire interests outside 
the field of theatre and branch into other creative and artistic pursuits. In addition to 
encouraging actors to explore what opportunities might be within the field of possibility, 
consider teaching them how to leverage their inherent skills for work that is, or is not, 
thatual.

86 James D Hart, “But What Does Arts Entrepreneurship Even Mean?,” Artsblog: For Arts Professionals in the 
Know (blog), Americans for the Arts, April 9, 2019, https://blog.americansforthearts.org/2019/04/09/but-what-
does-arts-entrepreneurship-even-mean?
Aid actors in understanding the importance of technique

“Create your own method. Don’t depend slavishly on mine. Make up something that will work for you! But keep breaking traditions, I beg you.”

Whether learning arts entrepreneurship-based techniques or those commonly found in acting-focused classes, students increase their likelihood of giving form to their impulses by utilizing relevant learned techniques. Acting students in arts entrepreneurship classes should know the purpose of developing techniques, how such tools assist in creating entrepreneurial endeavors (as well as art) and to devise their own techniques, methods or approaches.

Equip actors in arts entrepreneurship courses with skills to avoid burnout

If one does not stay in the proverbial game, they cannot win it. With this in mind, perseverance is of utmost importance.

Teach actor-educated entrepreneurs about the importance of goal articulation and pursuit

Not all acting teachers communicate that Stanislavski’s concept of objectives is akin to pursuit of personal goals. It can serve them to understand this correlation, enabling them to set specific goals that give them a point of focus, a way to measure progress and trajectory in their entrepreneurial pursuits.
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